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Lastline’s Deep Content Inspection™ 
 Delivers Total Visibility and Detection

Not all malware analysis environments are alike. Lastline’s Deep 
Content Inspection™ goes beyond the legacy malware analysis used 
in most firewalls, UTM systems, IPS systems, and antivirus software. 
Deep Content Inspection takes a smarter approach to find advanced 
malware — a way that legacy sandboxes that use operating system 
and library hooks can’t match.

Advanced Attack Tool Evasions

Deep Content Inspection:

CPU Instruction Visibility
Detects & Bypasses Evasion Techniques
Kernel Level Visibility
Versionless Exploit Detection
Dormant Code Analysis

Legacy Sandbox:

Lastline’s Deep Content Inspection leverages Full System Emulation (FuSE™) to achieve full visibility 
into the CPU instructions executed and the memory locations accessed by the artifact under analysis. 
This allows it to identify and bypass sophisticated evasive techniques, such as the recognition of the 
sandbox environment, kernel-level exploits, and use of in-memory crypto.

Evasive malware is no longer reserved for government and other strategic targets  — in the past two 
years it has become mainstream. More than seven out of ten malware artifacts now try to evade 
detection, and the number of evasions in each artifact has escalated from only one or two to as many 
as ten or more.   The modern security stack increasingly depends on sandboxing technology to defend 
against sophisticated attacks. But legacy sandboxes are often a decade old in design, and they are 
not able to keep up with the ever-changing malware landscape. As a result, their ability to effectively 
detect malware has been severely hampered. Add the inflexibility of the appliance form factor, limited 
visibility through OS APIs, and limited integration into today’s heavily-orchestrated architectures — 
these factors combine to make it easy for attackers to evade detection and deploy deep hooks into 
enterprise networks.

OS & library hook visibility only
Common hypervisor approach
Version dependency for OS & applications
Heavy use of signatures
Limited visibility
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Timing Attacks
One simple evasive behavior is the delay of execution of a suspicious functionality for a 
certain amount of time. This method leverages the fact that dynamic analysis systems only 
monitor execution for a limited amount of time, and in the absence of malicious behavior, 
classify a program as benign.

Environmental Awareness and Multi-Path Execution
By creating attack tools that search for the presence of (or lack of)  specific hardware, 
applications, firmware, user activity, or interactions, adversaries are able to detect if they are 
executing in the environment of a user system or a technology designed to detect malicious 
activity. In this manner, the attackers have turned the hunters into the hunted by detecting 
security controls. Deep Content Inspection will detect the environmental awareness check 
and force the execution down the alternative paths that reveal malicious activity.

Kernel Level Visibility (Rootkit)
Many of the latest sophisticated attacks against Windows users – including DarkHotel, Equation, and 
others – execute at least partly within the operating system.  Legacy sandboxes cannot monitor kernel 
level behaviors.  Their detection of rootkits and OS exploits relies on simple signatures or file hashes: 
once the rootkit is loaded, they are blind.  Lastline’s Deep Content Inspection has full visibility even 
after the rootkit loads, allowing for detection of unknown malware and full behavioral reporting.

Detect and Bypass Evasive Techniques
Evasive techniques have grown significantly, with as many as ten to fifteen techniques observed in a 
single malware sample.  Many target the identification of legacy sandboxes as well as specific vendors.  
At best, legacy sandboxes can detect few of these behaviors.  This is inadequate.  Deep Content 
Inspection allows for the identification and foiling of advanced evasive techniques, coaxing the full 
behavior from the malware.

Versionless Exploit Detection
Many sandbox products require specific versions of applications to be installed in order to detect 
malware that could exploit it. The visibility supplied by Deep Content Inspection allows Lastline’s 
detection to see the exploit preparation regardless of the application version being targeted.  As a 
result, Lastline’s approach can detect the malicious behavior of a malware sample without the need to 
create sandbox images with every possible combination of applications.
Dormant Code
If a malicious block of code isn’t executed during detonation, most sandboxes can’t detect it. Some 
malware may only run if it finds a specific library or file on the system, or is run with a specific 
command line.  Deep Content Inspection statically matches and correlates patterns of code within 
the artifact and with other malware seen by Lastline users, so even code that isn’t executed in the 
sandbox can be detected.

Invisible Actions
One example of invisible actions is illustrated by Turla, which uses a vulnerable driver to 
gain full access to the kernel.  With kernel access, Turla disables all Windows API Hooking, 
becoming invisible to a legacy sandbox.  Deep Content Inspection retains full visibility of the 
exploitation of the vulnerable driver as well as the subsequent behaviors.


